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ABSTRACT 
By the representation's theorem it is known that a fuzzy relation R is a preorder if and 
only if R = inf~ e so If, where -~ is the set of logical states of I~ In this paper it is 
shown how, in almost all cases, both for the t-norm Min and archimedean t-norms T, 
it is possible to consider that the fuzzy sets I~ are normalized. Furthermore a partial 
order between logical states, defined from the elemental preorders If, is studied. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [4], a nonuniversal but systematic method for obtaining the fuzzy 
extension of  a vague predicate on a set X was given. The term "vague 
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predicate" is used here to mean the name of a graded property which is 
without classical set extension. The method is available when the use of 
the predicate from both a set of graded IF-THEN rules and a prototype 
u ~ X is known, and the set of rules is captured by a fuzzy T-preorder, i.e., 
a fuzzy relation R : E × E ~ [0, 1] satisfying 
1. R(x/x) = 1 and 
2. T(R(z/y), R(y/x)) < R(z/x) 
for any x, y, z in E, and T a continuous t-norm [2]. 
As is well known [6, 7], a fuzzy relation R is a T-preorder if and only if a 
family ~r of fuzzy sets exists such that 
R(y/x) = inf I f (y /x) ,  (1) 
~t~,9 r 
where each I f (y /x)  = sup{z ~ [0, 1] : T(/z(x), z) < Iz(y)} is an elemental 
preorder, i.e., it is generated by residuation. 
The biggest family ~rof  fuzzy sets verifying the last equality, or represen- 
tation theorem, is the set .W r of T-logical states of the relation R, which is 
defined as 
.Z, eR r = {/x ~ [0, 11E : T(Ix(x), R(y/x))  < Ix(y), Vx, y ~ E}. 
The method to obtain a fuzzy set as the extension of a vague predicate 
by means of a T-preorder, representing the set of rules, and a prototype u, 
consists, basically, in identifying the preordering class of the prototype with 
the extension q~e of the predicate P: 
~oe(x) = R t~u (x )  = R(x /u ) .  
The classes /z~ g of a T-preorder R are always T-logical states of R [6] 
and are normalized I because of the preorder's reflexivity. Reciprocally, if a 
fuzzy set /z is normalized, for any u ~ [/x], it is verified that 
I T txh"(x) = I f (x /u)  = sup{z ~ [0, 1] :T(z ,  1) = z ~/~(x)} =/~(x) ,  
and so any normalized fuzzy set can be seen as a preordering class of a 
preorder. 
The elemental preorders are a generalization of the classical material 
conditional which is defined, for a crisp subset A, as 
~A =A xA  U(X-A)  ×X,  
x A fuzzy set is said to be normalized if the crisp subset [/.,] = {x e X :/~(x) = 1} is not 
empty. It is also said that /z "has points." 
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because if ~0 A is the membership function of A, it is fulfilled that 
I~ = ~_.~ 
for any t-norm T, where q~-'A is the membership function of the material 
conditional realtion. Also, in the classical case, any subset A can be seen 
as the class of the material conditional generated by any of its own 
elements u, i.e., 
A = [u, ~,4) = {x~X:u  ~A X}, 
SO the elements of A would be the followers of u ~ A under ~A • 
2. ELEMENTAL PREORDERS DETERMINE FUZZY SETS 
An interesting property of the classical material conditional consists in 
its capacity for determining univocally a classical subset: 
---'A =--"B iff A=B.  
In [5], the relations between two fuzzy sets, when they define the same 
elemental preorder, are given. The main results proved there are the 
following: 
THEOREM 1 I Min = l Min if and only if for any x ~ E it holds that: I f  
I~1 1~2 
/Zl(X) ~ /ZE(X), then lxl(x) >_ txl(y) and lx2(x) >/z2(y) for ally ~ E. 
REMARK The additive generator of an archimedean t-norm T is a contin- 
uous and strictly nonincreasing function h : [0, 1] ~ R + such that 
T(x,  y) = h ~- l)(h(x) + h(y)) ,  
where h <- 1) is the pseudoinverse of h: 
h <- ~)(y) = h-1 (Min(y, h(0))). 
THEOREM 2 If T is archimedean, then ITs1 = If2 if and only if there exists 
a real number k ~ R such that for all x ~ E, 
h(ixl(x)) = k + h(g2(x) )  
for any additive generator h of T. Furthermore, if T is a nonstrict 
archimedean t-norm, one must have k < h(O) - SUpx ~ e h(/x2(x)). 
In [5] is was also proved that two normalized fuzzy sets must be equal in 
order for their elemental preorders to be equal. This assertion is true for 
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both the t-norm Min and the archimedean t-norms. Therefore, the fuzzy 
material conditionals, or elemental preorders, determine fuzzy sets com- 
pletely, as happens in the classical case. 
In the case of archimedean t-norms, for them to be equal, it is also 
sufficient that the complementary set (with the usual negation) of two 
fuzzy sets "has points," provided the latter generate the same elemental 
preorder. 
3. EQUIVALENCE CLASSES OF FUZZY SETS 
A classical equivalence relation between fuzzy sets can be defined as 
/~~r l  iff I f  = I r .  
The theorems given above show that classes II/~11 with respect to the 
relation ~ always have a unique normalized element. Next, it is shown 
how a normalized representative of a class of the quotient set SaT/~ can 
be selected in almost all cases. 
The a-cuts of a fuzzy set/~ are the crisp sets [/~]~ = {x ~ E :/~(x) > a}. 
Defining 
a~, = sup/z(x), 
x~E 
which always exists because /~(x) _< 1, it is easy to prove that 
[/z]% = {x ~ E :/z(x) >/z (y )  Vy ~ E}. 
Some sets [/x]~ can be empty i f /z  has asymptotic behavior. This is the 
case, for example,~with t e fuzzy set 
/z(x) = 1 - e -x2, 
for which a,~ = 1 but without any x ~ R such that /z(x) = 1; so [/~]1 = 
[~] = 0 .  
First, we will study the case of the Min t-norm, and later the case of 
archimedean t-norms. 
3.1. The Case with T = Min 
Let ~ be any representative of the class II/~11, there are two possibilities: 
1. [/~]~ = O, and then II/AI = {/~}, because if there existed 7/ with 
, /~ /z ,  that is, with I f  = I~ r, then by Theorem 1,/z and n could only 
be different in their maximum values, but /~ has none. 
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2. [ Ix]% ~ ~,  and then it is possible to choose as a representative the 
fuzzy set 
/2 (x )= [Ix(x) if x~[ Ix ]~,  
1 if x ~ [ix]%, 
and there immediately follows 
THEOREM 3 /2 ~ II Ixll, and/2  is normalized. 
Obviously,/2 is not necessarily a continuous fuzzy set. 
3.2. The Case with T Archimedean 
By Theorem 2 one has IX ~ ~/if and only if there exists k ~ R verifying 
h(Ix(x)) = k + h(*l(x)) for all x. Given the class II Ixll, we define as a 
representative the fuzzy set 
/2(x) = h(-1)(h(Ix(x)) - h(a~,)), 
and as h(Ix(x)) - h(a~,) ~ [0, h(0)], we have 
/2(x) = h-X(h(Ix(x)) - h(a~)) .  
THEOREM 4 /2 is a representative of  the class II Ixll. 
Proof Firstly, /2 is in fact well defined. Let us see that it belongs to 
IlIxll. We have h(/2(x)) = h(Ix(x)) - h(a~,), and by Theorem 2, /2 ~ Ix, 
with k --- - h(a~,). 
Now, let us prove that /2 does not depend on the chosen representative. 
le t  Ix' be another member of II Ixll. Then there will exist a constant k such 
that h(Ix'(x)) = k + h(Ix(x)). The representative associated to IX' will be 
/2'(x) = h- l (h( Ix ' (x))  - h(%,,)). Let us prove /2 =/2'. By continuity of h, 
we have h( a¢) = k + h( a~), since 
= h(sup - -  suph  Ix' x, h( 
X x 
= sup (h( Ix(x)) + k) = suph(Ix(x)) + k 
x x 
= h(a~) + k. 
And applying this equality, 
/2'(x) = h - l (h ( i .~(x ) )  - h(ct~)) = h - l (k  + h( Ix(x) )  - (k  + h(a~,))) 
= h- l (h ( Ix (x ) )  - h(ot~)) 
=/2(x). • 
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The representative /2 has the following property. 
THEOREM 5 at2 = supx /2(X) = 1. 
Proof 
a~ = sup/2(x)= suph- l (h ( Ix (x ) ) -  h(t~)) 
x x 
= h- l (0)  = 1. 
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REMARK Again, o~ = 1 does not imply that /2 is normalized, because it 
can have asymptotic behavior. 
4. AN ORDER BETWEEN LOGICAL STATES 
The fuzzy material conditional associated to a fuzzy set IX allows us to 
define the following classical preorder between logical states: 
r /~ ix  if and only if I r> I f .  
The preorder ~ gives a partial order in the quotient set SaRr/~ . The 
next theorem [3] shows an important characterization f the logical states. 
THEOREM 6 
Ix ~ . .~  if and only if R < If .  
Proof Ix ~.~n T if and only if T(Ix(x), R(y/x)) < Ix(y) for all x, y ~ E, 
if and only if R(y/x) <_ I f (y/x) ,  by the definition of If. • 
With this result, the definition of the order ~ is equivalent to 
r/~< Ix if and only if 7/~.~l~. 
This order has a minimum element, the class of the constant fuzzy sets 
Ix,~ = a, a a [0, 1], because they are always logical states, since If ,  = 1. 
But it has not, in general, a maximum element, as the following theorem 
proves. 
THEOREM 7 The partial order ~ on .ZPr / ~ has a maximum element if
and only if R is an elemental preorder. 
Proof There exists Ix ~.Z~'Rr/~ with r/~< Ix for any ~/~Sar /~ if and 
only if ITn >__ I f  for every 7/~ S '~/~,  which is true, by the representation's 
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R= inf l r= I f .  
So it is enough to take a nonelemental preorder R to obtain an order 
without maximum element. It is obvious that if ~ ,</z, then ,/is irrelevant 
for obtaining the preorder R through the representation theorem given by 
(1), and the maximal elements, if they exist (for example, in a finite 
universe), constitute a minimum set of generators for the preorder [1]. • 
The equivalence between r /~/z  and 77 ~-~/~ leads us to study the 
elements of .~/~. With the t-norm Min we have the following characteriza- 
tion. 
THEOREM 8 r I ~-WI~[~ if and only if the following two conditions hold: 
1. If/x(x) < ~(y) then r/(x) < r/(y). 
2. If /z(x) >/z(y)  and ~(x) > ~(y) then /z(y) < 7/(y). 
Proof The conditions are necessary. In fact: 
1: If /~(x) </z(y), then I f f in (y /x )  = 1 <_ IMin(y/x) if and only if ~/(x) 
< n(Y). 
2: If /x(x) > /x(y) and ,/(x) > r/(y), then I y in (y /x )  = p~(y) <_ 
I~in(Y/X) = ~7(Y). 
In order to prove the conditions are sufficient, it is enough to consider 
that: 
• If ix(x) </~(y) then Min(•(x), Iffin(y/x)) = r/(X) _< 17(y) by condi- 
tion 1. 
• If /x(x) > /~(y) the Min(~7(x), I~i~(y/x)) = MinOT(x),/z(y)). Furth- 
ermore, by condition 1, ~(x)> r/(y). If ~7(x)= ~7(Y), then 
MinOT(x), I~(y)) = Min(~(y), I~(Y)) < ~(Y); and if ~7(x) > ~7(Y), by 
condition 2, /~(y) _< ~(y), and so Min(~(x),/x(y)) </~(y) < ~(y). 
In both cases 7/~ ~/~/P. • 
Condition 1 of the theorem means that all the states have the same 
character of monotonicity as /z: 
• If /z is constant, then ~ is constant oo. Of course, if /z(x) =/x(y) 
then both /z(x) </x(y) and /z(x) >/z(y), and then 7/(x) < ~7(Y) and 
n(x) > n(y), so n(x) = n(y). 
• If /z is increasing then 7/is nondecreasing. 
• If p~ is decreasing, then 7/ is nonincreasing. 
The following theorem takes up the relation between the kernels and 
the supports of both /x and a logical state 7/of Iff ~n. Let us remember that 
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the support of a fuzzy subset g is the classical set of E: 
(/z)0 = {x ~ E :  p (x )  > 0}. 
THEOREM 9 If 77 ~-~t~ i: and ~l ~ O, the following conditions hold: 
I. [/.(,]% __. [r/]~, 
2. (P)o _c (r/)0.' 
Proof 1: If x ~ [ p]%, then p(x) > p(x)  for all y, and by Theorem 8, 
r/(x) >__ T/(y) for all y. So x ~ [~]%. 
2: Let it be x ~ (/~)0, that is, /z(x) > 0 and I f l i ' (x/y) > O. As )7 ~ O, 
there exists y such that 7/(y) > 0. Then 
0 < Min(~l(y), xyin(x//y))  <_~ (X) 
and so x ~ 07)0. • 
Let us finally characterize the case for an archimedean t-norm. 
THEOREM 10 ~! ~-~t r, provided T is an archimedean t-norm, if and onty 
if the following conditions hold: 
1. If Ix(x) < Iz(y) then n(x) <- ~(y). 
2. If p(x) > I~(y) and ~(x) > ~(y), then h(iz(y)) - h(I~(x)) > 
h()l(y)) - h(~l(x)), for all x, y ~ E. 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 8, excluding the neces- 
sity of condition 2; i f /z(x) >/z (y )  and ,)(x) > )/(y), then both h(/z(y)) - 
h(/x(x)) and h(~(y)) - h(~l(x)) belong to the interval [0, h(0)]. 
So I f (y /x )< I t (y /x )  if and only if h(-1)(h(l~(y))- h(l~(x)))< 
h(-1)(h(,l(y))- h(~(x))), that is, if and only if h(l~(y))-  h(l~(x))> 
h(rl(y)) - h()I(x)), as h (- 1) = h -  1 in this case. • 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
It is possible to obtain, in some cases, the extension of a vague predicate 
by means of a systematic method using the preordering classes of a fuzzy 
preorder, and these classes are always fuzzy logical states. Through a 
relation of equivalence between logical states, given by/z  ~ 7/ if and only 
if I f  = I r, it is proved that there exists a normalized representative for the 
class of logical states defining the same elemental preorder. The designa- 
tion of this normalized representative is possible for the t-norm Min and 
for the archimedean t-norms, provided the fuzzy set has no asymptotic 
behavior. In the case of a finite universe, this behavior is not possible, and 
so this representative can always be selected. 
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On the other hand, we have initiated the study of a partial order 
between logical states, defined through the elemental preorders associated 
to them, and that deserves further study. This order presents a minimum 
element and has not in general a maximum element. Furthermore, the 
inequality /z ~ 7/ is characterized, both for the t-norm Min and for the 
archimedean t-norms. 
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